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FIRST SEER

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
1994-95

TENTATIVE
9 / 91

M15 '1Ù15
W15 Thj
FJj 30

44

Ar
A1ications for badielor's degree canlidacy

irust be filed for degrees to be awarded
at close of the followfrg si.mmr session i M

Degrees awarded as of this date for students
cxmpleting requirnts at close of
sumner session 11 Th

Residenoe balls open 21 Su

Ne Student Orientation Program (Last Session) 22 M - 23 ¶tti

Opening of Sco1 Activities 22 M - 24 W

Freslnnan Convocation 24 W

Classes begin 25 Th

sR
Last day of regibLLdticn for credit 1 Th

Labor Dayno classes 5 M

Last day for droipir courses resulting in
deletion of course enrollment from record 21 W

ER

Last day for droir courses 2 w

Veterans' Dayno classes 11 F

Floriors Convocationsno classes 9:00-11:00 a in 17 Th

Thanksgiving recess 24 Th - 27 Su

DEXEMBR
Applications for bachelor' s degree

imist be filed for degrees to be awarded
at close of the folk»zing fall semester 1 Th

Classes and laboratory sessions end 12 M

Sster examinations begin 14 W

semester examinations end 21 W

Winter Cmnencement 22 Th



1994-95
M14 This
W15 ThJ.

30

44

SBD SEMESTER

JANtRY

Residence Halls Open 8 Su

New Student Orientation Program (Last Session) 9 M - 10 Th

Opening of School Activities 9 M - li W

Classes begin 12 ¶th

Martin Inther Kirx Holiday 16 M

Last day of registation for credit 20 F

FU3}JARY

Last day for droing courses resulting in

deletion of course enrol]nt frciu record 8 W

Spring Recess il Sa -19 Su

Last ty for droing rses 29 W

Alications for bachelor's degree carxlidacy must be
filed for degrees to be aarded at close of the
follcing swing sster i M

Class arxi laboratory sessions end 3 W

Sster examinations begin 5 F

Semester examinations end 12 F

Spring Commencement 13 Sa



FIr SER

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZ'iA T E N T A T X V
9/91

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
M15 Th15

1995-96 W 15 Th
FJ.4 30

44

Air
Aplicatioris for bachelor's degree candidacy

unist be filed for degrees to be awarded
at close of the follaAling sunnrr session i T

Degrees awarded as of this date for students
caupleting reguirrits at close of
surroer session 10 Th

Pesi(3?rKe halls open 20 Su

New Student Orientation Program (Last Session) 21 M - 22 Th

Opening of School Activities 21 M - 23 W

Freshman Convocation 23 W

Classes begin 24 Th

Last day of registiation for credit 31 Th

s'rt1BER

Labor tyno classes 4M

Last day for ir ca.irses resulting in
deletion of course enrollnt frOEn record 20 W

VEMBER

Last day for d oping courses i w

Veterans' thyno classes 10 F

Honors Convocationsno classes 9:00-11:00 a n 16 Th

ThSgiV1I 23 Th - 26 Su

DECEMBER
Ap1ications for bachelor's degree

itst be filed for degrees to be awarded
at close of the fo11ing fall snester i F

Classes and laboratory sessions end 11 M

Senster examinations begin 13 W

Semester examinations end 20 W

Winter Caminonent 21 Th



1995-96
M 14 'IÙ 15

W15 Th
30

44

JANUARY

ResiderKe Halls Open 7 Su

Nei Sbent Orientation ProyL (Last Session) 8 M - 9 Th

Opening of Sdo1 ctivities 8 M - 10 W

Classes begin 11 Th

Martin Luther King Holiday 15 M

Last day of registration for credit 19 F

Last day for dropping courses resulting in
deletion of arse enrouent f ran record

U3RUARY

7W

9 Sa - 17 SuSpring Recess

Last Day for dropping courses 27 W

Applications for bechelor's degree candidacy nst be
filed for degrees to be awarded at close of the
following spring senEster 1 W

Class arx 1a1xratory sessions end 1 W

Senester examinations begin 3 F

Semester examinations end 10 F

Spring Cantericenent 11 Sa



COMMITTEE OF ELEVEN

Annual Report
1990-91

The Committee of Eleven is a committee of the General
Faculty consisting of ten faculty-elected members (five of which
are elected each year for two-year terms), the Faculty Chair (who
is an ex-officio voting member) and two voting student members
(who are selected by the ASUA President). The members during
1990-91 were Andy Silverman (chair), Ruth Dickstein (vice-chair),
Hank Ewbank, Martin Fogel, J.D. Garcia, Jane Hill, John Law,
Frank Rollins, Marlys Witte, Charles Zukoski, Tom Rehm/Ford
Burkhart (Faculty Chairs) and student members Thad Avery and Joan
Hirt.

The Committee meets every other Friday during the academic
year and during the summer as necessary.

The charge to the Committee is "to initiate, promote and
stimulate study and action toward solution to problems of Faculty
and University concern." Traditionally, one way in which the
charge has been carried out has been the Committee serving in an
"ombudsmen" role. The Committee has taken this role very
seriously and, thus, meets regularly with various University
officials to discuss the concerns that the faculty bring to the
attention of the Committee, as well as those issues that the

Committee perceives will best further the goals of higher
education and intellectual endeavor at the Unfversity. During
the 1990-91 academic year, the Committee's guest list for its
meetings included:

--Regents Art Chapa and Danny Siciliano
--Provost Jack Cole (met twice with Committee)
--Celestino Fernandez, VP for Undergraduate Academic Affairs
--Michael Cusanovich, VP for Research
--Allan Beigel, VP for University Affairs
--Sharon Kha, Director of Public Information
--Margaret McGonagill, Director of Federal Relations
--Joel Valdez, VP for Business Affairs
--Bert Landau, Assoc. VP for Finance/Controller
--Dick Roberts, Chief Budget Officer
--Eugene Sander, Dean of College of Agriculture
--Martha Gilliland, Vice Dean of Graduate College
--Sarah Blake, President, AZ Technology Development Corp.
--William Kiawans, Acting Personnel Director
--Martin Kilhullen of Employee Benefits
--Terry Riffe of University Teaching Center
--Chairs of Faculty Senate Standing Committees

As you can see, the Committee met with University officials
at most of its meetings. We found these discussions to be

enlightening and fruitful. We were able to give the officials
input on matters they were considering and discussed with them
problems and concerns we felt they needed to address.



The Committee continued its program of visiting departments
and other units on campus. The program involves extending an
offer to meet with members of departments/units at one of their
regularly scheduled meetings or special meetings. A group of
three or four Committee members attend each of the meetings and
report back to the full Committee. We visited 19 departments/
units during 1990-91. The visitation program continues to
provide the Committee with the necessary input to gauge which
issues are of highest and most immediate concern to the faculty
and University community. Also we attempted to be more
responsive to problems and concerns raised during our visits. We
looked into a number of them (many only entailed contacting the
appropriate University official and referring the matter to her
or him) and tried to get back to the departments/units with
responses.

One of the major projects of the Committee was to address
the issue of faculty governance. The issue has been an on-going
concern of the Committee. The project began by collecting the
existing college and departmental by-laws. We were interested in
knowing how many colleges and departments had them and what they
provided. The Provost Office assisted the Committee in

collecting them. Only about 20 units on campus responded to the
Provost's request for copies. We do not know whether other units
have by-laws and did not respond to the request. The Committee
is concerned with the apparently small number of units who have
governing rules.

We decided that we would further approach the issue of
faculty governance by issuing position/discussion papers. The
first paper dealt with college and departmental governance. We
discussed in the paper the need to have by-laws, regularly
scheduled faculty meetings and standing committees. The paper
was printed in Lo Que Pasa and sent out as a 3D memo. It
generated a great deal of reaction and response. We then wrote a
follow-up article for Lo Que Pasa summarizing the responses. The
second paper we prepared dealt with the issue of faculty input:
what it is and how it can be accomplished. This paper also
appeared in Lo Que Pasa.

At our annual retreat meeting in May 1990, we discussed the
reduction in the financial support given to the University
Library. We formed a subcommittee chaired by Charles Zukoski to
look into the matter. The subcommittee met over the summer and
presented the Committee at the beginning of the fall semester
with a report including resolutions. The Committee discussed and
approved the report. We then presented the four resolutions to
the Student Senate and Faculty Senate. The resolutions were (1)
the Library should be exempted from 1990-91 budget cuts, (2) the
Library should receive funds from Summer School fees, (3) Library
automation should be of highest funding priority and (4) the

Administration should reallocate upward the percentage of

overhead recovery costs that go to the Library. Both of the

Senates approved the resolutions. The Faculty Senate created a
committee to implement the resolutions. Also, concerning the

library, the Committee interviewed the finalist for the position
of University Librarian. We then gave input to the search
committee.



An issue which was identified through the Committee's
visitation program was pedestrian safety on campus because of the
large number of bicyclist. We formed a subcommittee headed by
Frank Rollins to work on the issue. The subcommittee brought the
appropriate University officials together to discuss the matter
and some positive steps were taken to deal with it.

The Committee had another active and productive year. In

particular, we feel the faculty last year made a great deal of
progress in the area of faculty governance. However, there is

still much to do. We as a faculty need to continue defining our
role and strengthening our governance mechanisms. The Committee
of Eleven is there to help accomplish this end. Please feel free
to call upon us if you have issues or concerns which you feel
need addressing. We appreciate your support and look forward to
continue to work with the faculty, staff, students and

administration.

Prepared by Andy Silverman, Chair
August 26, 1991
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NOTICES (for information)
FINAL ACTION BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS, FEBRUARY 22, 1991

Approved the change of name for the major in business administration
for the Doctor of Philosophy degree to management. Eff. I 91-92.

Approved the merger of the Division of Restorative Medicine and the

Long-Term Gerontology Center, both within the College of Medicine,

into the Center on Aging. EU. February 22, 1991.

Approved the major in epidemiology for the Master of Science and

Doctor of Philosophy degrees, to be administered by the Graduate

Committee on Epidemiology. EU. I 91-92.

Approved the major in media arts for the Master of Arts degree.

EU. 191-92.

FINAL ACTION BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS, APRIL 1, 1991

Approved the change of name of the Division of Respiratory Sciences

within the College of Medicine to Respiratory Sciences Center.

En. Aprili, 1991.

FINAL ACTION BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS, MAY 3, 1991

Approved the deletion of the food science major for the Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture degree EU. May 1993.

FINAL ACTION BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS, JULY 19, 1991

Approved the reorganization of the College of Education from divisions

to departments, with a corresponding change in the designations of

unit administrators from division coordinators to department heads;

and the division of Educational Foundations and Administration into

two departments: the Department of Educational Psychology and the
Department of Educational Administration and Higher Education.

En. 191-92.

Approved the name change of the major in general home economics

for the Bachelor of Science in Family and Consumer Resources to
family and consumer resources. En. 191-92.

Approved the transfer of the Water Resources Research Center from the

College of Engineering and Mines to the School of Renewable Natural

Resources in the College of Agriculture. EU. July 19, 1991.

Approved the request to establish the Center for Electronic Packaging

Research. [Sunset Review date of Spring 1996.1 EU. July 19, 1991.

Approved requests for Planning Authorization for the following
programs:

major in environmental science (B.S.E.S.)

major in women's studies (M.A.)

II. NEW COURSES & COURSE DELETIONS

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (AED)
397d. + DELETE: Workshop: Writing for Applied Science (2)". EU. 191-92.

ANATOMY (ANAl)
467L.+ DELETE: "Endocrinology Laboratory (1)". En. I 91-92.

567L.+ Delete listing. EU. 191-92.

ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTH)
DELETE: "Ethnobotany (3)". EU. 191-92.

DELETE: "Origins and Development of Cultivated Plants (3)". EU. 191-92.

Delete listing.

Delete listing.

ARCHITECTURE (ARCH)
432. NEW OURSE: Video and Media in Design Communication (3) [Rpt./i]

id. a - ia i ro ectu esi! com ti with e u'. IS

ph- raphi' r odu o., .raphic .si.., .esktop .ub- ng, sI' e

p -sentati.- ,and vi -o producti.,t 302. May - «nvened 532." E 1191-

92.

462. NEW COURSE: "Design Communication (3) [Rpt./1 }l Advanced topics in

design communication. P, 402. Maybe convened with 562." EU. II 91-92.

532. Add: "Video and Media in Design Communication (3) [Rpt./11 Il For a

description of course topics, see 432. Graduate-level requirements include an in-

depth research paper or project." EU. 1191-92.

562. Add: "Design Communication (3) [Rpt./i] I For a description of course

topics, see 462. Graduate-level requirements include an in-depth research paper or

project. May be convened with 462." EU. II 91-92.

ART (ART/ARH/ARE)
Studio Ail (Art)

349. + NEW COURSE: "Intermediate Artists' Video (3)1 Students will produce

individual projects using video as a creative, self-expressive tool. The class will take

an exploratory approach to experimental, fictional and documentary genres. 2R, 2S,
P, portfolio review and MAr. 200 and 214. (Identical with M.Ar. 349)". EU. II 91-92.

449. + NEW COURSE: "Advanced Artists' Video (3) [Rpt./1] Il Students will

produce individual video projects with an experimental, self-expressive orientation.
There is also an option to combine video with performance or to incorporate it

within an installation context. P, porfolio review and Art 349 or MAr. 314. (Identical

with MAr. 4.49) May be convened with 549." EU. 1191-92.

549, + Add: "Advanced Artists' Video (3) [Rpt./1j Il For a description of course

topics, see 449. Graduate-level requirements include projects that demonstrate

conceptual and technical accomplishment. May be convened with 449." EU. II 91-92.

NOTE to RIMC: No crosslisting desired on 500 level.



Ait History (ARH)

596i. NEW COURSE: Seminar: "Issues in Contemporary Theory and Criticism

(3) [Rpt./6 units] I Open to fine arts majors only. En. I 91-92.

Art Education (ARE)
NEW COURSE: "Art Therapy Techniques 1(3)1 Explores the use of art

related projective assessments and art therapy treatment issues and techniques

used with adolescents.' En. i 91-92.
NEW COURSE: "Art Therapy Techniques 11(3)1 Application of art therapy

techniques used with adult populations, such as families and geriatric groups in a

variety of treatment settings.' Eff. I 91-92.

NEW COURSE: "Art, Symbolism, and Psychopathology (3)11 1991-92

Introduction to behavioral and psychological characteristics of various disorders

with emphasis on the types of artistic symbolism manifested by each group." En. It

9 1-92.

BIOCHEMISTRY (BlOC)
411.- Add: "Molecular Biology (3)11 (Identical with M.C.B. 411)'. Eff. 1191-92.

455.- Add: "Developmental Mechanisms (3)1 (Identical with M.C.B. 455)". Eff. I

92-93

585. + NEW COURSE: "Biological Structure (4)11 introduction to the current

understanding and methods used for study of the structure, thermodynamics, and

dynamics of proteins, nucleic acids, and membranes. P, CR, 462a-462b, Chem.

480a-480b. (Identical with Chem. 585)". En. II 91-92.

CHEMISTRY (Chem.)
585.- Add: "Biological Structure (4)11 (Identical with Bioc. 585)". Eff. 1191-92.

CIVIL ENGINEERING & ENGINEERING MECHANICS (CE/EM)
Civil EnQìneerinQ (CE)

420. NEW COURSE: "Computer Applications in Hydraulics (3)1 Techniques

applied in several widely used hydraulic engineering computer programs are
studied and the models are then applied in sensitivity analysis and for hydraulic

system design. P, C.E. 321. May be convened with 420." Eff. 191-92.

428. NEW COURSE: "Introduction to Coastal Engineering (3)1 Hydrodynamics

of the coastal zone; coastal sediment processes and their interaction with

structures; diffusion in coastal waters and marine outfall design; coastal zone

management. P, 321. May be convened with 528." Eff. 191-92.

497w.- Add: Workshop: "Advanced Cadastral Survey (1-4) Ii (Identical with R.N.R.

497w, which is home) May be convened with 597w.' Eff. 1191-92.

520. Add: "Computer Applications in Hydraulics (3) For a description of course

topics, see 420. Graduate-level requirements include an extensive sensitivity

analysis for each program. May be convened with 420." Eff. I 91-92.

528. Add: "Introduction to Coastal Engineering (3)1 For a description of course

topics, see 428. Graduate-level requirements include a term paper. May be

convened with 428." Eff. I 91-92.

596c. NEW COURSE: Seminar: "Hydraulics and Water Resources (1) III S". Eff. I
91-92.

597w.- Add: Workshop: "Advanced Cadastral Survey (1-4) II (Identical with R.N.R.
597w, which is home) May be convened with 497w." Eff. Il 91-92.

CRITICAL LANGUAGES (CRL)
NEW COURSE: "Advanced Language Study (3) [Rpt.*] III Continuing

study of the language with an emphasis on developing reading and writing skills,
continuing practice with spoken aspects utiliziing tape-intensive preparations with

biweekly reviews. 2R, 4L. Fee. P, proficiency at 202 level." *Course may be repeated

if language is different each time. Eff. 191-92.

NEW COURSE: "Advanced Language Study (3) [Rpt.*] III Continuing
study of the language with an emphasis on developing reading and writing skills,

continuing practice with spoken aspects utiliziing tape-intensive preparations with

biweekly reviews. 2R, 4L. Fee. P, proficiency at 202 level." *Course may be repeated
if language is different each time. Eff. 191-92.

DANCE (DNC)
176a. NEW COURSE: "Beginning Tap Dance (1) [Rpt./3 units] IllS". Eff. 191-92.

EDUCATION (EDUCJEDAJEDPJHED/LRC/SERJTrE)
Special Education & Rehabilitation (SER)
411b. DELETE: "Survey of Human Disabilities (3)" E. 191-92.

FAMILY & CONSUMER RESOURCES
(FCR/MCS/ID/HEEJCOiJN/Fs)

Family & Consumer Resources (FCR)
397d.- Delete listing. En. I 91-92.

GEOGRAPHY & REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT (GEOG)
659.+ DELETE: "Growth Controls (3)". En. 1191-92.

696p.+ DELETE: Seminar: "The Land Development Process (3)". Eff. 1191-92.

GEOSCIENCES (GEOS)
397a. NEW COURSE: Workshop: "Teaching Geosciences (2) [Rpt./3j lIP,
consult department before enrolling." En. I 91-92.

565. DELETE: "Isotope Geology (3)". Eff. 191-92.

GERONTOLOGY (GERO)
538.- Delete listing. Eff. 191-92.

HISTORY (HIST)
201+ DELETE: "Religion in America (3)". Eff 191-92.

LAW (LAW)
695b. NEW COURSE: Colloquium: "Women and the Law (2)1". Eff. I 91-92.
696b. NEW COURSE: Seminar: "Advanced Civil Procedure (3)1". Eff. 191-92

MATHEMATICS (MATH)
129. NEW COURSE: "Calculus with a Computer (2)11 Designed to supplement
regular calculus courses. The use of computers to solve calculus problems



emphasizing numerical and geometical understanding of calculus. Por CR, 125b."

Eff. 1191-92.

MEDIA ARTS (MAR)
336. NEW COURSE: History of Japanese Film (3)111 Development of

Japanese cinema from its origins as an importer of Western technology at the turn

of the century through its recognition as a major international art film producer

during the 1950s and 1960s. 2R, 2S." Eff. II 91-92.

349.- Add: Intermediate Artists Video (3)1 (Identical with Art 349). Eff. 1191-92.

426. NEW COURSE: Sexuality in Media Narratives (3)1 Analysis of sexual
representation in popular and underground film, music video and avant-garde video

art. May be convened with 526.' En. 191-92.

449.- Add: "Advanced Artists' Video (3) [Rpt./1] Il (Identical with Art 449)" Eff. II

91-92.

500. NEW COURSE: 'Graduate Study in Media Arts (3)1 Fundamental

concepts and areas of study in media arts; forms and standards for graduate

student research and writing." Eft. II 91-92.

521. NEW COURSE: "Cultural Theory and Criticism of Media (3)1 Critical and

cultural theories and their application to media arts, including mass culture,
empiricism, technoculture, political economy." Eff. II 91-92.

NEW COURSE: "Sexuality in Media Narratives (3)1 For a description of

course topics, see 426. Graduate-level requirements include additional reading and

writing assignments and different examinations. May be convened with 426.' Eff. I

91-92.

NEW COURSE: "Feminist Media Theory (3)11 Feminist media theory

including psychoanalysis, semiotics, materialism, race and class analysis, and

feminist media production. Field trip. P, 524.

532. i COURS : "Political oriomy of Media (3)11 T. - .ries and analytic

tec que. ofpol a cono'- app ach-- om.ia- thr. g t. of

Iecom un-'tions, 'dcasting fi , record». sic, an able te 'vision.' En.

1191-92.

535. NEW COURSE: 'Hollywood: Films and Industry (3)1 Social-industrial

history of American film from 'primitive" through classical Hollywood cinema to the

present; role of film industry and social context in development of narration and

style." En. I 91-92.
696.* NEW COURSES: Seminars:

'a. Theory and Criticism (3) [Rpt./6 units] Ill". Eff. 191-92.
"b. Media Arts History (3) [Rpt./6 units] Ill". Eff. 1191-92.

'c. Readings in Media Arts (3) [Rpt./9 units] III
"*Students may earn a maximum of 9 units in MAr. 696, of which a maximum of 6

units may be earned in 696a or 696b." Eff. II 91-92.

MEDICINE (MED/ANES/FCM/IMED/NEURJOBG/opH/pATH/
PEDJPSYIJRONC/RADIJSURG)

Surqery (SURG)

Add: "Principles of Perfusion Techniques 1(3)1 (Identical with Phd. 670)".
Eff. 191-92.

Add: "Perfusion Technology Laboratory (1)1 (Identical with Phd. 671)".
Eff. 191-92.

8911.- Add: Preceptorship: "Perfusion Science (3) [Rpt./9 units] Ill S (Identical
with Phd. 8911, which is home)". En. Summer 1991.

MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY (MICR)
411.- Add: "Molecular Biology (3)11 (Identical with M.C.B. 411)". Eff. 1191-92.

Delete listing. Eff. 1191-92.

Add: "Environmental Microbiology Laboratory (2)1 (Identical with S.W.
436) May be convened with 536." En. I 92-93.

Delete listing. En. II 9 1-92.

Add: "Environmental Microbiology Laboratory (2)1 (Identical with S.W.
536) May be convened with 436." Eff. I 92-93.
546.- Add: "Environmental Biotechnology Laboratory (2)111992-93 (Identical
with S.W. 546)". Eff. II 92-93.

MOLECULAR & CELLULAR BIOLOGY (MCB)
411. + NEW COURSE: "Molecular Biology (3)11 Mechanisms of genome

replication, genetic recombination, DNA repair, gene expression and regulation. P,
181, 462a. (Identical with Bioc. 411 and Micr. 411)". Eff. II 91-92.
455. + NEW COURSE: "Developmental Mechanisms (3)1 Molecular and cellular
mechanisms of development, with emphasis on model systems. P, 181 and an
advanced course in genetics, molecular or cell biology. (Identical with Bloc. 455)".
Eff. I 92-93.

467L.- Delete listinp. En. I 91-92.

567L.- Delete listing. En. I 91-92.

MUSIC (MUS)
201k. NEW COURSE: "Electronic Music Ensemble (1) [Apt.] Ill". Eff. I 91-92.
401k. NEW COURSE: "Electronic Music Ensemble (1) [Rpt.] Ill". En. 191-92.
501k. NEW COURSE: "Electronic Music Ensemble (1) [Rpt.] Ill". En. 191-92.

NUCLEAR AND ENERGY ENGINEERING (NEE)
596s. NEW COURSE: Seminar: "Advanced Nuclear Power Activities (1) [Rpt./3j
Ill". Eff. 191-92.

NURSING (NURS)
281. NEW COURSE: "Nursing Issues and Research (4)S Overview of nursing
as a profession within the health care delivery system. Introduction to research

process, role of nurse as consumer and user of research. Open to accelerated-

pathway nursing majors only." Eff. Summer 1991.



285. NEW COURSE: Professional Nursing Skills (5) S The first course in

clinical nursing focuses on basic skills, nursing process, and health assessment.

Theoretical concepts of health weilness, communication, functional health patterns,
culture, physical assessment and basic nursing skills will be taught by lecture,

demonstration, seminar, and clinical practice. Open to accelerated-pathway nursing

majors only." En. Summer 1991.

628. NEW COURSE: "Mental Health Nursing Advanced Clinical Practice (3)1

Focus on the application of cognitive and behavioral theory in the mental health
clinical setting, emphasizing individual and group modalities. Open to majors only.

Eff. 191-92.

NUTRITION & FOOD SCIENCE (NFS)
538. + DELETE: Problems in the Biochemistry of Aging (2)". Eff. 191-92.

PHARMACOLOGY (PHCL) (College of Medicine)
+ NEW COURSE: "Principles of Perfusion Techniques 1(3)1 An introduction

to basic extracorporeal techniques through discussion of blood propelling devices,

heat transfer, gas transfer, bio-materials and perfusion pharmacology. P, CR, 671,

acceptance as degree graduate student. (Identical with Surg. 670)". Eff. I 91-92.

+ NEW COURSE: "Perfusion Technology Laboratory (1) I An introduction to

basic extracorporeal systems. P, acceptance as degree graduate student. (Identical

with Surg. 671)". Eff. 191-92.

691l.+ NEW COURSE: Preceptorship: "Perfusion Science (3) [Rpt./9 units] Ill S

P, admission into circulatory sciences option within pharmacology." En. Summer

1991.

891I.+ NEW COURSE: Preceptorship: "Perfusion Science (3) [Rpt./9 units] IllS

(Identical with Surg. 8911)'. Eff. Summer 1991.

PHARMACY PRACTICE (PHPR)
495a. NEW COURSE: Colloquium: "Issues in Pharmacy (2)11". Eff. Il 91-92.

PLANNING (PLNG)
659.- Delete listing. Eff. II 91-92.

696p.- Delete listing. Eff. II 91-92.

PSYCHOLOGY (PSYC)
564. NEW COURSE: "Methods for Psychosocial Research (3)1 Logic of inquiry

and issues of philosophy of science as they apply to psychosocial research.

Problems encountered by researchers in personality, family studies, social, and

clinical psychology, and creative approaches to their data analysis and

methodological design resolutions." Eff. 1191-92.

626. NEW COURSE: "Modes and Methods of Family Therapy (3)111 Theoretical

bases underlying different methods of family therapy and their clinical applications.

Includes system theory, the family as a system, therapeutic principles, and process

and outcome research." Eff. I 91-92.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES (RELI)
201.- Delete listing. Eff. 191-92.

RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES
(RNR/LARJRAM/WSM/WFSC)

Renewable Natural Resources (RNR)

397d.- Delete listing. Eff. I 9 1-92.

497w.+ NEW COURSE: Workshop: "Advanced Cadastral Survey (1-4) II P, prior

training and work experience in cadastral surveying. (Identical with C.E. 497w) May

be convened with 597w.' Eff. 1191-92.

597w, + Add: Workshop: "Advanced Cadastral Survey (1-4) II (Identical with G.E.
597w) May be convened with 497w." Eff. 1191-92.

Wildlife and Fisheries Science (WFSC)

456. + NEW COURSE: "Aquaculture (3)111991-92 Overview lectures and

assigned readings on the theory and practice of aquaculture. Includes the culture of

seaweeds, mollusks, crustaceans, and tinfish. Field trips. P, Ecol. 181, 182, Chem.

103a-103b, 104a-104b. (Identical with V.Sc. 456) May be convened with 556." Eff. Il

91-92.

556. + Add: "Aquaculture (3)111991-92 For a description of course topics, see

456. Graduate-level requirements include a topic report. (Identical with V.Sc. 556)
May be convened with 456." Eff. II 91-92.

SOCIOLOGY (SOC)
569. NEW COURSE: "Basic Quantitative Methods (3)1 An introduction to basic

quantitative methods for professional sociologists, including computer,
mathematical, and statistical concepts." Eff. I 90-91.

SOIL & WATER SCIENCE (SW)
+ DELETE: "Soil Microbiology (3)". Eff. 1191-92.

+ NEW COURSE: "Environmental Microbiology Laboratory (2)1 Basic
techniques for isolation and characterization of environmental soil and water

microflora including methods for enumeration and measurement of physiological

activity. P, 425. (Identical with Micr. 436) May be convened with 536." En. I 92-93.

440. NEW COURSE: "Biodegradation of Pollutants in Soil and Groundwater (3)

111991-92 Description of modern pollution problems and potential biological

remediation techniques focusing on the chemistry, biochemistry and molecular
biology of biodegradation of hazardous and toxic compounds. P, Micr. 425. May be
convened with 540." Eff. II 91-92.

466. NEW COURSE: "Soil and Groundwater Restoration (3)111991-92 Methods

for remediating contaminated soil and groundwater; factors influencing efficacy of

remediation systems. Emphasis on scientific basis of restoration, May be convened
with 566. Brusseau". Eff. 1191-92.

535.+ Delete listing. Elf. 1191-92.

536. + Add: "Environmental Microbiology Laboratory (2)1 For a description of
course topics, see 436. Graduate-level requirements include additional



assignments. P, 525. (Identical with Micr. 536) May be convened with 436.'

En. 192-93.

540. Add: "Biodegradation of Pollutants in Soil and Groundwater (3)11 1991-92

For a description of course topics, see 440. Graduate-level requirements Include a
short oral presentation about a recent journal article and a paper pertaining to

recent advances in biodegradation studies. P, Micr. 525. May be convened with

440." Eff. 1191-92.

546. + NEW COURSE: "Environmental Biotechnology (2)111992-93 Molecular

methods for detection of microorganisms in the environment, Fate and survival of

introduced organisms in the environment. Molecular mechanisms of microbial
inactivation In waste treatment systems and microbial risk assessment, P, 525.

(Identical with Micr. 546)". Eff. II 92-93.

566. Add: "Soil and Groundwater Restoration (3)111991-92 For a description of

course topics, see 466. Graduate-level requirements include a research paper. May

be convened with 566. Brusseau". Eff. 1191-92.

VETERINARY SCIENCE (VSC)
456.- Add: "Aquaculture (3)111991-92 (Identical with W.F.Sc. 456) May be

convened with 556." EH. 1191-92.

556.- Add: "Aquaculture (3)111991-92 (Identical with W.F.Sc. 556) May be

convened with 456." EH. 1191-92.

565. NEW COURSE: "Shrimp Pathology (2) [Rpt./1 J S Comprehensive lectures

and practical laboratory training on the current methods used to diagnose, prevent

and treat the principal diseases of cultured penaeid shrimp. Reid trip. Fee. P, B.S.,

MS. and/or D.V.M, in biological and/or medically oriented fields." EH. Summer

1991.

WOMEN'S STUDIES (WS)
554. NEW COURSE: "Contemporary Feminist Theories (3)11 Introduction to

contemporary feminist theories, posing and analyzing the questions that propel

theorizing about women's relationships to processes of gender differentiation. By

examining the assumptions about gender relations that ground theoretical positions

from various disciplines, analytic traditions, and subject areas, students will be

enabled to read, synthesize and critique across the spectrum of feminist theorizing.
P, consult the committee before enrolling." EH. lI 91-92.

9
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Members

Carrie Jo Braden, Nursing
J. Douglas Canfield, English and Comparative Literature
Douglas E. Jones, Science and Engineering Library
Donald E. Myers, Mathematics
Lynn Nadel, Psychology
Elizabeth Roemer (Chair), Astronomy and Lunar & Planetary Laboratory
Robert E. Tindall, Jr., Management and Policy
Lee Bizik, ASUA Office
Lee Knight, ASUA Office (summer 1991)

The 12 months now concluding have been very full ones for the Committee, reflecting the
difficult financial circumstances currently affecting the University. We held 24 meet-

ings during the interval from September 1990 through August 1991, compared with 15
during the 1989-90 year. We met with Provost Jack Cole, Vice Provost Holly Smith,
Vice President for Business Affairs Joel Valdez, Chief Budget Officer Dick Roberts,
Controller Bert Landau, Associate Vice President for State Relations Greg Fahey, and
consultant C. William Fischer, some of them on several occasions. Three members of

the Committee also served on the President's Advisory Budget Priorities Planning Task
Force. Our principal areas of activity were as follows:

The University budget and priorities planning, reflecting the impact of reallocations,
another recision, and reduced state appropriations for FY92.

The Committee reviewed and commented upon the principles and priorities under
which the emergency reallocations were implemented in the fall of 1990.

We discussed ideas that evolved in the Task Force to contain the deleterious
effects on University programs of the recision implemented in the spring of 1991.

We were briefed on the plan for dealing with the reduction in state appropriations
for FY92 that was considered likely in the spring of 1991 and commented in parallel
with the Task Force.

We reviewed Program Change proposals for FY93 and made general suggestions concern-
ing provision of more adequate permanent funding for certain ongoing programs and
needs in preference to less essential new initiatives.

We also took steps to better inform ourselves concerning actions that might be taken
to improve communications with legislators. Toward this end, one member of the
Committee attended a briefing at the Capitol arranged by Jack Jewett, and two others
attended a workshop in Tempe arranged by the ASU Task Force for Legislative Communi-
cation. Several members of the Committee met with leaders of faculty governance at
ASU and NAU on a number of occasions.

,Market ("equity") salary adjustments

We reviewed the draft University guidelines and made a number of suggestions to
clarify the University's interpretation of Board of Regents policy.

We had an opportunity to see the guidelines developed in most of the colleges and
in several non-college units. It was also possible in some cases to make an
assessment of the degree of faculty participation in development of college
guidelines.



We developed and distributed a questionnaire designed to assess the degree of
satisfaction felt by faculty and continuing-track professionals with the salary
adjustment process and its results. Our findings and recommendations are con-
tained in a report presented to the Senate in May.

Unfortunately, funds were not available in 1991-92 to implement the next step
of the multiyear salary enhancement process.

Proposals to achieve broader-based participation in the planning and budgeting
process

We met with, and provided information to, ABOR consultant C. William Fischer,
and were asked to make recommendations concerning implementation of certain
recommendations contained in his report "The Planning, Budgeting and Resource
Allocation Processes of the University of Arizona: An Analysis and Recommendations".

We had an opportunity to review a memorandum from President Lattie Coor to members
of ABOR concerning "Planning, Budgeting, and Resource Allocation at ASU".

We received and studied carefully the draft of "Policy for Academic and Financial
Planning" prepared by the Subcommittee on Planning of the Deans' Council.

Most recently we have developed a proposal to reorganize faculty participation in
University planning, budgeting, and resource allocation to include an elected
Faculty Budget and Strategic Planning Policy Committee and a permanent University
Budget Committee that would include representation from all segments of the
University community. The proposal is presented as an appendix to this report.

The Committee profoundly believes that its role in strategic planning is drasti-
cally foreshortened. Such a condition is probably a reflection of the situation
at large in the University. A second position of Vice Provost was defined a
year ago in terms of strategic planning but was not funded because of the tight
financial situation of the University. We heartily recommend that the President
find the money necessary to fund this position. But we also recommend that a
Vice Provost for Strategic Planning work closely with this Committee in an attempt
to ensure grassroots faculty involvement in the process of decidíng where present
and future resources are best allocated to enhance fulfillment of the University's
missions in research, teaching, and service.

The Committee has also been involved in a number of other matters:

We have commented upon proposed new policy and rules governing relations between
the University and affiliated foundations.

A member of the Committee was the only faculty representative on the 2010
Enrollment Capacity Study Committee.

We received the Space Analysis Report completed by the University Space Committee
in the spring of 1991, as well as the Affirmative Action Plan of the University
of Arizona applicable for the interval Jan. 1 - Dec. 31, 1991.

Respectfully submitted,

4z( f/,u4/
Elizabeth Roerner, Chair



REPORT OF THE FACULTY SENATE
BUDGET AND STRATEGIC PLANNING POLICY COMMITTEE

concerning university budget making
and strategic planning processes

30 August 1991

A PROPOSAL
for

REORGANIZING FACULTY PARTICIPATION
in

UNIVERSITY PLANNING, ESTABLISHMENT OF PRIORITIES,
and

BUDGETING

BACKGROUND

This last spring the Faculty Senate Budget and Strategic Planning Policy
Committee (FSBSPPC) was asked to react to a report produced by a sub-committee
of the Dean's Council. The report pertained to recommendations concerning the
budget making and approval process, particularly academic budgets. There are many
good aspects of that report but one area that requires amplification is in the
participation of the faculty in the process at appropriate times and places. In
May 1991 the FSBSPPC provided a preliminary response indicating that a sub-
committee would provide a more in depth response. This document is intended to
provide such a response and also to detail other concerns. The report of the
Dean's Council recognizes the likelihood that some entity like the ad-hoc Task
Force will continue and they incorporated it into their plan. The present report
elaborates on the establishment of such an entity, its membership and functions.
A significant difference between the Dean's Council proposal and this document
is in the provision for campus wide election of 2/3 of the FSBSPPC and subsequent
specification of faculty membership on the University Budget Committee. The
diagram appended to this document is adapted from the Dean's Council report;
the changes being proposed by the FSBSPPC are described in section D (below).

In the fall of 1990 following the budget crisis resulting from the
announcement of a significant shortfall, an ad hoc Budget Planning Priorities
Advisory Task Force was appointed. The task force was appointed by the President
and advisory to the President.This task force included the then Chair of the
Faculty, three representatives from the FSBSPPC including an Academic
Professional, the President of ASUA and of the Graduate Student Association, a
representative of the Staff Advisory Council, two Deans, two Regents Professors,
the Vice-Provost and the V.P. Student Affairs. The task force was asked to make
general recommendations concerning cuts in order to accommodate the 90-91
shortfall and to give general advice concerning further reductions in the 91-92
budget as it was being considered by the legislature. The FSBSPPC played only
a secondary role. One reason given for not directly involving the committee was
that it only included faculty and that the problem was university wide.

Although the task force was originally set up to deal with particular
problems, there has been some feeling that something like it was likely to
continue. It is known that ASTi has such a standing committee. Recognizing the
value of a broader based group and yet asserting the importance of a faculty
committee the following re-organization proposal is made. This proposal will
require action at several levels including amending the Faculty ByLaws.



The FSBSPPC has existed for a number of years. This committee has
interacted with the Administration on budgetary and planning matters, has

evaluated program change proposals and made recommendations on program change

priorities to the Administration and reported regularly to the Senate. The

committee generally has not been involved in developing budgets or program change

proposals. The committee has generally not received sufficient information early

enough to do anything other than react. It has not been a part of the main stream

of either planning or budget decision making. This proposal is intended to
strengthen the role of the FSBSPPC and the faculty in both of these areas.

THE PROPOSAL

A. FACULTY SENATE BUDGET AND STRATEGIC PLANNING POLICY COMNITTEE

The committee would have nine members, six elected from and by the
voting faculty. Each elected member would serve three years and would be elected

at large from the faculty in classes of two with staggered terms (two elected

each year, none elgible for consecutive terms). Newly elected members begin their

terms following the Senate meeting each September. Candidates would be nominated

by petition in the same manner as for other elected faculty offices (twenty

signatures would be required). In addition each year the Senate would choose two

of its members to serve on the committee and the ninth member would be the ASUA

President or his/her designee. (Consideration will be given to ensuring adequate

cross-campus representation such as allocating positions to each of different

voting groups.) Each year the committee would elect its own chair from one of

the four members serving in their second or third year.

Role and Responsibilities of the committee

It is a principal obligation of the committee to represent faculty
interests and responsibilities at various stages of budgeting and planning.

In order to facilitate its relationship to the Senate and to provide
for a mode of communication with the faculty at large, the committee will
report to the Senate at each meeting. The committee will submit a written
annual report to the Senate. The FSBSPPC will also serve as a resource for
the Faculty Senate, responding to requests for advice, recommendations and

information.

One of the roles of the committee would be to serve as a resource to
the University Budget Committee and in particular to represent faculty
interests.

It shall meet with and interact with, on a regular basis, the Provost
and the Vice President for Business Affairs. It may meet with other members
of the administration as is deemed appropriate.

It will periodically conduct open forums or hearings on budgetary and
planning issues as a means of collecting information and soliciting faculty
perspectives and comments.

Comment It is recognized that the proposed mode of selecting the committee is
a considerable break with the present arrangement and does not directly place

the committee under the Faculty Senate. However the advantages are numerous.
First of all the committee will achieve much greater credibility and visibility
by being elected at large. It will have greater credibility with both the faculty

and the administration. By setting three year terms members will have an
opportunity to become knowledgeable and hence to make significant contributions



to the work of the committee.

Implementation Because the university will continue to face serious budget
problems into the near future it is important to phase in the change as soon as

possible. In order to allow for the necessary Senate and voting faculty
consideration as well as to allow a newly constituted FSBSPPC to function, it
is proposed that the four senior members of the existing committee be treated

as elected members in their second and third years. Because three of the four
will begin their second year and one their third year some method such as random
selection could be used to determine which of the three are considered to be in

their second and which is in his/her third year for the purposes of implementing
the new schedule. The first election to select two members then would take place

in the spring of 1992. The Senate committee charged with oversight on ByLaw and

constitutional changes would be asked to speedily consider the matter and proceed

with implementation.

B. UNIVERSITY BUDGET COMMITTEE

It is proposed that there be a permanent University Budget Committee. The

committee would have 15 members as follows

the Provost
the Vice President for Business Affairs
two Deans selected by the Deans Council
the four senior elected members of the FSBSPPC
the Chair of the Faculty
two additional faculty chosen by the Senate
two staff members chosen by the Staff Council
the ASUA President
two additional student members from the ASUA Budget Review

Committee, one of whom will be a graduate student

The committee will select its own chair each year from among the seven
faculty representatives.

Role and Responsibilities

All budgets and budget recommendations to be submitted to the President
will first be submitted to the UBC. The final evaluations and recommendations
of the UBC will be submitted to the President by the Provost, V.P. Business
Affairs, and the Chair of the tJBC.

Implementation The FSBSPPC would continue to be a part of faculty governance and
therefore covered by the Faculty Constitution and ByLaws. In contrast the UBC
would be outside of the faculty governance structure as are a number of other
university wide committees and councils. There is currently no university
governance document that enumerates, specifies the duties of, and prescribes the
membership of such committees and councils. Nor is there a mechanism defined for
establishing new or discontinuing existing committees or councils. Hence

establishment of this committee will require the support of and consent of
multiple groups including the President, the Dean's Council, the Faculty Senate,
Staff Council and ASUA as well as the respective constituencies of these groups.

C. FINANCIAL, BUDGETARY and PLANNING INFORMATION

Both short and long term planning as well as budget making require access
to information and data. The FSBSPPC has consistently felt hampered by
insufficient access to the appropriate data and information. If a new budgeting



system is going to work it will be necessary to improve the way in which data

are compiled and the way in which they are made available. This is important not

only for faculty participation but administrative participation. The importance

of a central data base is recognized in the recommendations of the Dean's

Council.

There should be established a central repository of such information. This
database could be accessed by all members of the university community. It would
be maintained and used by central administration.

D. THE PROCESS

The report of the Dean's Council includes a diagram indicating the flow.
In light of the recommendations made herein some changes are needed in that

diagram. First of all the (proposed) President's Academic Planning Review
Comznitteé would be replaced by the UNIVERSITY BUDGET COMMITTEE. Secondly both
the FSBSPPC and the ASUA Committee on Academic Planning would provide advice to
and interact with the Provost. As indicated in the proposal above the title
UNIVERSITY BUDGET COMMITTEE was chosen in keeping with the idea put forward in
connection the ad-hoc Advisory Task Force which included representation from the
several parts and constituencies of the campus and not just the academic portion.
The title was also chosen to imply that the committee has some responsibilities
to the campus as well as to the President.
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